INTRODUCTION

Forms, bank papers, tax receipts, insurance policies, circulars and miscellaneous papers. Store was owned consecutively by B.V. Morris, Bushong Brothers, and Frank B. Morris.

DONOR INFORMATION

The records were donated to the University of Missouri by Mrs. Lyda Morris on 2 December 1948 (Accession No. 2965).

FOLDER LIST

- f. 1  Account slips, 1935-1944
- f. 2-30  Bank-cancelled checks, 1904-1935
- f. 31-32  Bank deposit slips, 1901-1934
- f. 33-34  Catalogues and circulars, n.d.
- f. 35  Dealers record, n.d.
- f. 36  Correspondence, 1906-1935
- f. 37  Insurance policies, 1909-1929
- f. 38  Inventories, 1880, n.d.
- f. 39-56  Invoices, 1897-1946, n.d.
- f. 57-68  Receipts, 1901-1925
- f. 69  Tax receipts, 1904-1923
- f. 70  Miscellaneous, n.d.
- f. 71-82  Mill papers, 1912-1934
- v. 1-14  General sales records of the B. V. Morris and Company Store, 1880-1928
- v. 15-27  Check stubs for the B. V. Morris and Company Store, 1907-1928
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